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Introduction
 A new TCS for the Mercator telescope (1.2m, La Palma)
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Semantic modeling
 The                of industrial control!
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Why soft-PLCs?
Legacy device integration Motion control
Real-time C/C++
IEC 61131-3
Safety
IEEE 1588 sync
Standard communication
HMI
Distributed control
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 The                of industrial communication!
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Why OPC UA?
 discovery
 (a)sync read/write
 monitor data changes
 monitor events
 browse 
 ...
 simple process data
 structured data
 alarms
 files
 ... 
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 The                of information modeling!
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Why semantic modeling?
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Advantages of semantic modeling
 Define all information only once!
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List of electrical
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Advantages of semantic modeling
 If based on formal logic  possible to make a "smart" model!
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1 K = -273.15 °CRule: 
Semantic modeling in practice
 Major initiative: 
 From syntactic web to semantic web
 Community provides:
◦ Languages
◦ Encodings
◦ Tools
◦ Meta-models
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State machine meta-model
 What's the state of the motor?
◦ Running forward, or standstill, or backward?
◦ Hot or cold?
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State machine meta-model
 Meta-model:
◦ URI = http://mercator.iac.es/onto/metamodels/finitestatemachines
◦ prefix = fsm
 Formal definition of:
◦ fsm:State
◦ fsm:Condition
◦ fsm:StateVariable
◦ fsm:Transition
◦ fsm:StateMachine
 fsm:ProtocolStateMachine
◦ fsm:State
 fsm:ActiveState
 fsm:ComplexState
◦ fsm:Region
 fsm:ProtocolRegion
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Common state machine patterns
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 Meta-models can be imported by DSL!
DSL with syntax:
fsm.Region
fsm.State
fsm.hasRegion
...
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soft:models
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soft:models
attribute 
"direction"
Rule: For each Region of a StateMachine,  
add a software attribute of type RegionType
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soft:models
attribute "forward"
attribute "backward"
attribute "standstill"attribute 
"direction"
Rule: For each Region of a StateMachine,  
add a software attribute of type RegionType
Rule: For each State of a Region,  
add a software attribute of type StateType
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Two years ago...
 2 projects:
◦ Instrument control of MAIA (3 channel imager)
◦ Tertiary mirror control
 Main technologies:
◦ Soft-PLC
◦ OPC UA
◦ SysML PIM  UML PSM  IEC 61131-3 (2nd edition)
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1. 3rd edition of IEC 61131-3:
great for model driven development
2. OPC UA brings model driven development 
down to the plant floor!
3. Advanced parts of OPC UA standard:
support is growing, but still limited! 
4. PLCs are no longer "closed" platforms
5. PLCs can be deployed at the SOA level ...
... if synchronization problems are dealt with
A few lessons learned
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 What should the PIM to PSM transformation look like?
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status : StatusRegion
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 What should the PIM to PSM transformation look like?
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 How easy is it to integrate custom and PLC software "ecosystems"?
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 How easy is it to integrate custom and PLC software "ecosystems"?
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 How easy is it to integrate custom and PLC software "ecosystems"?
encodes
encodes
imports
.exp
• SFC: "slow" cyclic behaviour
• ST: algorithms (w/o complex FBs)
• LD: boolean logic (w/ complex FBs)
• CFC: continuous (feedback) processes
writes:
writes: ST
PLCopen
<XML>
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 Where to position the PLC?
?
?
• PLC at SOA level: p ssible due to OPC UA client Function Blocks 
• But: multiple clients  synchronization issues!
• Solution: OPC UA Method calling (Beckhoff)
Real-time tasks
(logic, motion, C++, ...)
Real-time 
communication
Non real-time tasks
(OPC UA server, OS, HMI, ....)
client 
1
client 
2
A few off-the-record lessons learned
1. PLCs, fieldbuses, I/O modules, ... 
= the language of automation companies
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2. PLCs, fieldbuses, I/O modules, ... 
= "industrial grade" 
≠ "indestructible"
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A few off-the-record lessons learned
3. It's a (delicate) balance... 
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•Vendor lock-in (~ C/C++ / IEEE 1588 / RPC / ...)
• RT and non-RT on same platform = harder to manage
•Versatile
• Dependable
• Support
• Complex•Versatile
•Advanced (cfr. security, semantics, ...) 
• Performance
• Future proof (or so it seems)
•Versatile
• Formal basis
• Complex 
• Slow rules execution
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Thanks!
Any questions?
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